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the precolumbian ballgame played on a masonry court has long intrigued scholars because of the

magnificence of its archaeological remains from its lowland maya origins it spread throughout the aztec

empire where the game was so popular that sixteen thousand rubber balls were imported annually into

tenochtitlan it endured for two thousand years spreading as far as to what is now southern arizona this

new collection of essays brings together research from field archaeology mythology and maya

hieroglyphic studies to illuminate this important yet puzzling aspect of native american culture the

authors demonstrate that the game was more than a spectator sport serving social political

mythological and cosmological functions it celebrated both fertility and the afterlife war and peace and

became an evolving institution functioning in part to resolve conflict within and between groups the
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contributors provide complete coverage of the archaeological sociopolitical iconographic and

ideological aspects of the game and offer new information on the distribution of ballcourts new

interpretations of mural art and newly perceived relations of the game with material in the popol vuh

with its scholarly attention to a subject that will fascinate even general readers the mesoamerican

ballgame is a major contribution to the study of the mental life and outlook of new world peoples this

book is a provisional essay followed by a vocabulary and an index on the tagalogs world view in the

sixteenth century it is mainly based on the entries of the earliest dictionaries of the tagalog language

these were written by spanish lexicographers about half a century after the conquest of the philippines

cebu 1565 manila 1571 additional data are drawn from spanish chronicles many of the recorded

beliefs and customs were already obsolete at the turn of the seventeenth century some are extremely

surprising starting from the primeval myth according to which the world had no solid land at its

beginning but only two fluids water and air written by world class authors this most recent major book

on the topic highlights new and current trends as well as future directions it is comprehensive in its
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scope covering all aspects of gold chemistry from homogeneous to heterogeneous catalysis from

supramolecular assemblies to sensors and medicinal applications the result is an invaluable work for

both organic and inorganic chemists working in universities and industry as well as material scientists

starch chemistry and technology second edition focuses on the chemistry processes methodologies

applications and technologies involved in the processing of starch the selection first elaborates on the

history and future expectation of starch use economics and future of the starch industry and the

genetics and physiology of starch development discussions focus on polysaccharide biosynthesis

nonmutant starch granule polysaccharide composition cellular developmental gradients projected future

volumes of corn likely to be used by the wet milling industry and organization of the corn wet milling

industry the manuscript also tackles enzymes in the hydrolysis and synthesis of starch starch

oligosaccharides and molecular structure of starch the publication examines the organization of starch

granules fractionation of starch and gelatinization of starch and mechanical properties of starch pastes

topics include methods for determining starch gelatinization solution properties of amylopectin
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conformation of amylose in dilute solution and biological and biochemical facets of starch granule

structure the text also takes a look at photomicrographs of starches industrial microscopy of starches

and starch and dextrins in prepared adhesives the selection is a vital reference for researchers

interested in the processing of starch this collection of essays on late roman hispania describes the

relationships between the peninsula and the rest of the late antique world its contributors

archaeologists historians and historians of art address both the historical evidence and the complex

historiography of late antique hispania l opera assume un rilievo eccezionale nell ampio panorama

della ricerca archeologica della daunia e soprattutto della divulgazione dei suoi risultati grazie ad essa

è possibile oggi restituire alla comunità scientifica una considerevole mole di dati e informazioni una

sorta di musealizzazione cartacea di rinvenimenti e reperti altrimenti difficilmente fruibili afferenti uno

dei centri più importanti del golfo di manfredonia caratterizzato da una frequentazione quasi senza

soluzione di continuità a partire dall età del ferro fino al iii secolo a c
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